
IT Governance’s popular Certified GDPR
Foundation training course to be delivered in
Copenhagen, Denmark
ELY, CAMBRIDGESHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, June 30, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- IT Governance,
the leading provider of data protection and cyber security expertise, is excited to announce its
partnership with Copenhagen Compliance to host a Certified General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) Foundation training course in Copenhagen, Denmark. 

IT Governance’s Certified EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) training course provides a
comprehensive introduction to the GDPR. The course covers the essential GDPR background and
terminology, key differences between the DPA and the GDPR, data subjects, access requests and
rights, marketing requirements, data protection impact assessments (DPIA) and data audits,
international data transfers, and the implementation path to GDPR compliance.

Alan Calder, the founder and executive chairman of IT Governance, says: “We're excited that through
our partnership with Copenhagen Compliance we are able to deliver our Certified EU GDPR Training
course to the Nordic region of the European Union. Organisations that collect and handle EU
residents’ data have less than two years to meet the requirements of the GDPR in order to avoid the
risk of a data breach and the tough fines the GDPR imposes.”  

The course on 25 August 2016 will be delivered at DTU Lyngby in Copenhagen, Denmark, by Richard
Campo, an experienced data protection consultant. The one-day training session is developed on the
foundations of IT Governance's extensive data protection, cyber security and information security
management system expertise. 

The Certified EU GDPR Training course is aimed at individuals involved in data protection or
information security, individuals with little experience but who wish to achieve a qualification in data
protection, IT security officers, DPOs, CIOs/CTOs, internal audit managers and staff, IT directors, IT
analysts, and anyone involved with data protection policies and procedures.  

The course encourages professional development. Upon completing the course, delegates may sit a
60-minute multiple-choice exam, accredited by the International Board for IT Governance
Qualifications (IBITGQ). Passing the examination proves that the participant has obtained a solid
understanding of the Regulation and awards the EU GDPR Foundation (EU GDPR F) qualification.  

For more information about the Certified EU GDPR Foundation training course delivered in Denmark,
please visit Copenhagen Compliance’s website, contact their team direct at
info@copenhagencompliance.com or call +45 2121 0616.
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IT Governance Ltd is the single-source provider of books, tools, training and consultancy for IT
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governance, risk management and compliance. It is a leading authority on data security and IT
governance for business and the public sector.  IT Governance is ‘non-geek’, approaching IT issues
from a non-technology background and talking to management in its own language. Its customer
base spans Europe, the Americas, the Middle East and Asia. More information is available at
www.itgovernance.co.uk. 
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